We investigate AEÄÌÄ, a linear-time temporal logic with forgettable past. AEÄÌÄ can be exponentially more succinct than ÄÌÄ + Past (which in turn can be more succinct than ÄÌÄ). We study satisfiability and model checking for AEÄÌÄ and provide optimal automata-theoretic algorithms for these ÈËÈ -complete problems.
Introduction
Temporal logic and verification. Temporal logic provides a fundamental framework for formally specifying systems and reasoning about them [4, 18] . Model checking techniques further allow the automatic verification that a finite-state model of a system satisfies a temporal logic specification [2, 1] .
Temporal logic with past. Usually, specification and verification is done with pure-future temporal logics, i.e. logics where the modalities only refer to the future of the current time. It is well-known that temporal logics combining past and future modalities make some specifications easier to write and more natural [17] . However, allowing past-time makes verification algorithms harder to implement (though not necessarily from a complexity-theoretic viewpoint). Additionally, all the main temporal logics with past-time admit translations to their pure-future fragment [11, 7, 6, 8, 24, 15, 26] .
Forgettable past and the AE modality. Being able to refer to past moments is often useful, but there also exist situations where it is convenient to forget the past. Consider for example, the following temporal formula ´ Ð ÖÑ µ ½ ÔÖÓ Ð Ñµ (Spec1) where " ½ " means "at some past time". (Spec1) states that "whenever the alarm rings, then there has been some problem in the past", i.e. the alarm does not ring without due cause. If now the alarm has a reset button, and we want to state that (Spec1) holds after any reset, the formula Ö × Ø µ ´ Ð ÖÑ µ ½ ÔÖÓ Ð Ñµ
is not exactly what we aim at. With (Spec2), a problem that occurred before the reset may account for the alarm ringing, which is probably not what we had in mind.
For this kind of situations, Laroussinie and Schnoebelen [15, 16] proposed to use a new modality, AE (read "Now" 1 , or "from now on") that forgets all the past moments (see below for the formal semantics). With AE, one can state the intended property of the alarm example via e.g.
Ö × Ø µ AE ´ Ð ÖÑ µ ½ ÔÖÓ Ð Ñµ
Not much is known about AE, except that the translations of ÄÌÄ + Past and ÌÄ £ + Past into (resp.) ÄÌÄ and ÌÄ £ carry over to ÄÌÄ + Past + Now and ÌÄ £ + Past + Now [16] .
in turn be exponentially more succinct than ÄÌÄ. This last result is the first direct proof of a succinctness gap between ÈÄÌÄ and ÄÌÄ 2 . Finally we show how the model checking of a path can be done in polynomial time for AEÄÌÄ formulae and is in fact ÈÌÁÅ -complete (observe that the precise complexity of model checking a path is still an open-problem for ÄÌÄ and ÈÄÌÄ [3] ).
Related works. Past-time is more popular in linear-time settings but branching-time settings exist, e.g. [8, 15, 14, 16] . Automata-theoretic methods for temporal-logics were pioneered by Vardi and Wolper, and they were adapted for ÄÌÄ + Past and mu-calculus + Past in [17, 24, 12, 13] (these logics have ÈËÈ -complete verification problems). AE can be encoded in richer formalisms, e.g. ÉÈÄÌÄ (ÈÄÌÄ with arbitrary quantification over propositional variables) but ÉÈÄÌÄ and ÉÄÌÄ have non-elementary verification problems [22] . "Chop" is another modality where part of the computation can be forgotten: here too verification becomes non-elementary [10, 20] .
Plan of the paper. We provide the necessary definitions in § 2, study succinctness issues in § 3, and provide automata-theoretic decision procedures for AEÄÌÄ in § 4.
Model checking a path is investigated in § 5.
Temporal logic with past
We first define ÈÄÌÄ and only introduce AE later. "Global" equivalence ( ) is the natural notion of equivalence, and it is substitutive. Initial equivalence is less wellbehaved and, e.g., it is not substitutive under past-time contexts. Using is meaningful when we compare two temporal specifications of some system, since these specifications have to hold at the initial positions. Observe that Gabbay's theorem, stating that "any ÈÄÌÄ formula can be translated into an equivalent ÄÌÄ formula", refers to initial equivalence: saying that Í and ´ ½´ µµ are equivalent is only correct with initial equivalence in mind.
Syntax
Verification problems. Satisfiability is the first verification problem we consider. The problem is "given a formula , is there some and s.t. ?" A variant problem asks whether is initially satisfiable, that is, satisfiable in the initial position of some structure. Clearly, the two problems are inter-reducible: is satisfiable iff is initially satisfiable and is initially satisfiable iff ½ is satisfiable. Model checking is our second verification problem. Here we consider a Kripke structure 3 Ã and a formula and asks whether Ã , that is whether ¼ for all infinite paths in Ã that start from an initial node (a path in Ã is naturally interpreted as a linear-time structure).
It is well known that both model checking and satisfiability are ÈËÈ -complete for ÄÌÄ and ÈÄÌÄ [21] .
The AE modality. The semantics of ÈÄÌÄ assumes that past is cumulative, i.e., when time progresses, history grows ever larger. As a consequence, the entire history is always used for evaluating formulae with past modalities.
The AE modality was introduced for situations where at some point one wants to forget the past, and start anew [15, 16] . Such a situation can be, e.g., the alarm+reset example seen in the Introduction.
Formally, we define AEÄÌÄ, or ÈÄÌÄ+Now, by extending the syntax of ÈÄÌÄ with the unary modality AE and by extending the semantics with the following clause:
AE iff ¼ where is the -th suffix of starting from ´ µ. Then, all the notions that are meaningful for ÈÄÌÄ (satisfiability, global and initial equivalences, . . . ) apply equally to AEÄÌÄ.
The following useful equivalences hold for any AEÄÌÄ formulae:
Also, AE allows defining initial equivalence in term of global equivalence:
iff AE AE
Succinctness of temporal logics with past
Gabbay's (and Kamp's) theorem implies that ÈÄÌÄ and ÄÌÄ have the same expressive power [11, 7, 6 ]. Gabbay's proof associates with any ÈÄÌÄ formula a (globally) equivalent but separated ¼ (i.e. ¼ is a Boolean combination of pure-past and pure-future formulae). With this separation theorem, it is easy to prove that AEÄÌÄ also can be translated to ÄÌÄ (modulo initial equivalence): one just applies the AE-Laws on the separated formulae (see [15] ).
In this section we show these three "equally expressive" logics can be distinguished in terms of succinctness. These results provide a formal justification of the claim that the addition of past-time modalities make some specifications easier to write. That there can exist a succinctness gap between ÈÄÌÄ and ÄÌÄ has been conjectured by many researchers in the field, but Theorem 3.1 provides, as far as we know, the first proof. ÈÄÌÄ equivalents of size ª´¾ Ò µ.
Observe that a single occurence of AE is sufficient for the succinctness gap.
An automata-theoretic approach to AEÄÌÄ verification
In this section we address satisfiability and model checking problems for AEÄÌÄ. We start by an algorithm for satisfiability. This algorithm associates with an AEÄÌÄ formula an alternating Büchi automaton that accepts the models of . Then can also be used for model checking. The literature contains many algorithms that build automata recognizing the models of temporal formulae. For linear-time logics, one can distinguish between two different kinds of constructions. First there are methods based on classical (non-deterministic) Büchi automata whose size is exponential in the size of the formula (e.g. [23, 17] ).
Secondly, for pure future logics as ÄÌÄ, there exist approaches based on alternating Büchi automata of only polynomial size [25] . All these methods offer (optimal) algorithms running in ÈËÈ since non-emptiness of a Bü-chi automaton can be decided in logarithmic space, while it requires polynomial space for alternating Büchi automata.
Our method produces an alternating Büchi automaton of exponential size. Then our algorithms for satisfiability and model checking run in ÈËÈ . We show in § 4.2 that these algorithms are optimal: satisfiability and modelchecking are ÈËÈ -complete for AEÄÌÄ. Construction of ³ . Let ³ be an AEÄÌÄ formula. We define Ä´³µ, the closure of ³, as the smallest set of formulae containing , ½ , all subformulae of ³, ´ ½ Í ¾ µ for any subformula ½ Í ¾ of ³, ½´ ½ Ë ¾ µ for any subformula ½ Ë ¾ of ³, and the negations of all these formulae (we identify with ). Classically, an atom of ³ is a locally coherent subset of Ä´³µ [17] . For AEÄÌÄ the coherency conditions are:
The set of atoms of ³ is denoted ØÓÑ´³µ. Since Ä´³µ ³ , there are at most ¾ ³ atoms. We say that an atom is initial if it contains ½ ; the set of initial atoms is denoted ÁÒ Ø ØÓÑ´³µ.
Before formally defining ³ , we explain the intuition behind its workings: assume that after reading the first positions of some path , ³ is in a state labeled by . This means that all ¾ hold at (and only these since is coherent). The past-formulae in have been observed to hold by ³ , the future-formulae have been guessed and will have to be checked later, the mixed past+future formulae combine observations and guesses. When ³ moves from ´ µ to ´ · ½µ, it updates while respecting the valuation for ´ µ and forks an alternative branch where the observation of past-formulae restarts with an empty history. The "update" branch goes on classically while the forked branch proceeds as if reading with no past and verifies all AE properties contained in . 
Observe that the structure of allows us to restrict our attention to binary runs of ³ (where every node has exactly two successors) s.t. one and only one child of each node is labeled with an initial atom. In the following we identify an accepting binary run´ Ö µ with its labeling function Ö.
We can now state and prove the correctness of our construction by formalizing the intuitions we gave before Def. 4.1. Given an accepting run Ö, we define the level of node Ü in Ö (written Ð Ö´Ü µ) as the depth of the closest ancestor Ý of Ü that carries an initial atom (such an ancestor must exist since carries an initial atom µµ See Appendix B.
The corollary is that ³ recognizes exactly the set of words over ¦ for which ³ is initially true.
Satisfiability checking.
A formula ³ is satisfiable if and only if ³ is initially satisfiable, and this can be checked by looking for accepting runs in ³ , then we have: 
ÈËÈ .
Proof. The size of ³ is exponential in ³ and nonemptiness of alternating Büchi automaton can be solved in space polynomial in the size of the automaton [19] . 
EXPSPACE-hardness
The decision procedures for AEÄÌÄ we just saw are optimal in the following sense: 
The problem of deciding, given a set Ì of domino-types, a natural number Ñ (written in unary), and two domino-types Ò Ø ¬Ò Ð ¾ Ì , whether there exists a natural Ò × Ø the ¾ Ñ ¢ Ò-grid can be tiled, with the additional conditions that ´¼ ¼µ Ò Ø and ´¾ Ñ ½ Ò ½µ ¬Ò Ð , is ÈËÈ -complete [9] .
Let Á ´ Ì Ñ Ò Ø ¬Ò Ð µ be such an instance. We build a Kripke structure Ã Á as follows:
we will use to encode the value of a Ñ-bits counter numbering the cells of one line of the grid. Each domino-type ¾ Ì is also an atomic proposition. Ã Á is depicted on ÙÔ is inspired by the Ò formula from § 3: ÙÔ states that the value of the bits ½ Ñ coincide with the value they had at the beginning of the path (assuming we are at some ¦ ½ and the path also starts at some ¦ ½ 
for a fragment with a fixed number of atomic propositions. [3] . We prove the problem is PTIME-complete for AEÄÌÄ while the precise complexity of model checking a path for ÄÌÄ and ÈÄÌÄ are still not known 5 . Note that the path Ä associated with a finite and linear Kripke structure Ä is ultimately-periodic. In the sequel, a loop of type´Ñ Ôµ is a linear Kripke structure where the initial part of Ä has length Ñ and the periodic part has length Ô. The proof of Theorem 5.1 relies on the following lemma. It turns out polynomial-time is also a lower bound for this problem. Proof. By reduction from CIRCUIT-VALUE, where it is well known that only considering synchronous, alternating and monotone circuits is no loss of generality. We illustrate the reduction on an example. Consider the circuit from Fig. 2 and write for the set of edges linking one gate to one of its inputs (in our example, ´Ò ½ Ò ¾ µ ´Ò ½ Ò ¿ µ ´Ò ½¾ Ò ½ µ ). We denote Ú ´Òµ the (Boolean) value obtained by evaluating node Ò in the obvious way. With , we associate a loop Ä listing all nodes in some height-respecting order, as illustrated in the following picture where node names are also used as propositions. 
Model checking a path
Î Ð ¼¼ ¼ ¼ , where Ð ¼¼ is Ð ¼ · ¼ if Ð ¼ · ¼ Ñ · Ô, or Ð ¼ · ¼ brought back
Ò ½¼

Conclusions
We investigated AEÄÌÄ, the linear-time temporal logic with past augmented with AE, a new modality that allows forgetting the past.
Some specifications are easier and more natural in AEÄÌÄ than in ÈÄÌÄ (i.e., ÄÌÄ +Past). That AEÄÌÄ offers more expressive power can be stated formally as a succinctness gap between AEÄÌÄ and ÈÄÌÄ. An interesting byproduct of this study is a direct proof of the suspected succinctness gap between ÄÌÄ+Past and ÄÌÄ.
With any AEÄÌÄ formula ³, we associate an alternating
Büchi automaton ³ that accepts the models of ³. This provides automata-theoretic decision methods for satisfiability and model checking of AEÄÌÄ formulae. ³ has exponential size, so that the decision methods are in EXPSPACE, but we show the problems are EXPSPACE-complete so that our decision methods are optimal.
